Useful Tips for Public
1.

Home Gardening Tips
Beware of Leaf-eating caterpillar. It is chaffer beetle that attacks in summer
and leaves back leaf skeleton eating all the green Spray Sevin @ 2.5 gm to a
litre of water. Spray in the evening when the insect is active.
Never use axe or gandasa to prune trees. Irregular cuts invite invasion of
tree borers that weaken it from within leading to branch snapping. Use only
pruning saw or secateur for pruning.
Always apply disinfectant at the fresh cut ends of plants. A little water in
Blitox powder makes good slurry for this purpose.
Remove unwanted growth emerging from below the graft union in plants.
Ensure proper drainage especially after rain. Standing water could
kill a 20-year old loquat in a day. Papaya is also too sensitive.
Standing water in pot indicates it needs repotting. Never try to mend the
fault by disturbing the potholes. It will never work.
To check fruit splitting in litchi give plenty of water, at least twice
heavy watering in a week and in case of lemon keep the frequency to an
interval of three days. The splitting takes place due to irregular watering.
The basin below a tree should be as wide as the tree spread. Then
only you can expect results.
Do not plant peach, plum, pear, grapes, mulberry, etc. in summer or rainy
season. Such deciduous plants are planted only once in a year in winter
when these are dormant.
For control of various caterpillars, spray sevin dissolved at 2 gm a
litre of water.
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In roses, every bud below a flowering bud is a potential flowering
bud. Unless you remove the fading or faded flowers you will not get more
flowers. The energy of plant is diverted towards seed formation.
For planting make a pit of three feet diameter with similar depth.
Mix with upper soil an equal amount of sand and well rotten farmyard
manure and refill the pit compacting the soil at the same time.
Tomato fruit gets spoiled when it comes in contact with water and so does
the plant. Grow tomato at the edge of channels and let the vine spread on dry
between two channels. Give water and fertilizer only in the channel. You
will prolong the life of plant that will give more of good quality fruit.
Keep a watch for insects/diseases on the trees outside your home gardens.
You will save your own trees besides helping the administration to keep the
city green. Inform about any of such maladies to the concerned department
or the administration or the corporation.
Here is a word of caution for the residents of Chandigarh. Those who scrap
the bark of trees like Jamun and Arjun from the roadside for eating are not
only alarming themselves by consuming poison but also killing these trees
with no consideration for generation to come. Such plants slanting by the
roadside are totally exposed to pollutants and have tons of deposits of lead
etc. so what you consume is nothing but deadly poison.
….For further details; please contact Dr.Satish Narula, Sr.Extension
Specialist (Horticulture), P.A.U., Camp office at Old Architect Building,
Sec.19B, Chandigarh
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